Pixar Short Videos that Align with Notice & Note Signposts

Contrast and Contradiction - Why would the character act (feel) this way?
“French Roast” (Reject then accept beggar) - [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsQlK7D0VdU](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsQlK7D0VdU)
“Geri’s Game” (Old man playing chess) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo5qav4ohn4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo5qav4ohn4)
“Presto” (The Magician and the Rabbit) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1K9EH90CyA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1K9EH90CyA)
“Sweet Cocoon” (Butterfly Metamorphis) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0a0aNqTehM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0a0aNqTehM)

Aha Moment - How might this change things?
“Day and Night” (The moment they realize they turn into day/night) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bi7ybKxymao
“Despicable Me” (A plan!) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSHaERlVFNE&list=PL2hpJSCIJLA6O5MSYuANThApx8sutC&index=10](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSHaERlVFNE&list=PL2hpJSCIJLA6O5MSYuANThApx8sutC&index=10)
“For the Birds” (The Stork and the Blue Birds) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlUDblalW-Vc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlUDblalW-Vc)
“La Luna” - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aznio77XA8k](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aznio77XA8k)
“Partly Cloudy” (Clouds and Baby Critters) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6Pe1ovKHg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6Pe1ovKHg)

Tough Question - What does this question make me wonder about?
“Abiogenesis” (Sci Fi of Earth’s creation) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEUao7ysqDc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEUao7ysqDc)
“Anya” (Orphan to becoming a mother) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdHyCwPvppl](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdHyCwPvppl)
“Cupido” (Cupid mix-up) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pe0jFDPHkzo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pe0jFDPHkzo)
“Glued” (Mom tries to get son to play outside) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vpk7Eje9ZIQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vpk7Eje9ZIQ)
“One More Page” (Loss of a daughter) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITH2OE2kLC0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITH2OE2kLC0)
“Tamara” (Deaf Girl with Dream to Dance) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4frsp-rR6c](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4frsp-rR6c)
“The Scarecrow” (Natural food) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Utnas5ScSE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Utnas5ScSE)
“Zero” (prejudice) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOMbySJTkg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOMbySJTkg)

Words of the Wiser - What’s the life lesson and how might it affect the character?
“Boundin”’ ( - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6y024njuJb4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6y024njuJb4)
“Lifted” (Alien newbie learns to abduct) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oghhgs6lwIe](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oghhgs6lwIe)
“One Man Band” (Girl teach musicians a lesson) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WBMFUQXqxo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WBMFUQXqxo)
“Soar” (Girl helps a small person fly) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xl-7biAH2I](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xl-7biAH2I)

Again and Again - Why might the author bring this up again and again?
“Ascendation” (Retriving items) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUcW9lxw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUcW9lxw)
“Burn-E” (Repairing light again and again) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZodeMYWfvs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZodeMYWfvs)
“Dug’s Special Mission” (gets in the way) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7sAQWJAHFI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7sAQWJAHFI)
“Lava” (Disney song of two volcanoes) - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh4dTLJ9q9o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh4dTLJ9q9o)

Memory Moment - Why might this memory be important?
“Time Travel Mater” - (going back in time) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YfNeMtQI
“Lily and the Snowman” (childhood memory) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=897MVZTiEw
“Shoe” (Poverty and desires) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wz0rt8Hll0s

Unsure where to sort
“Scrat in Astro-castrophic” (Creation of galaxy and end of world?) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beI5LXeUij8

“Alma” (Girl writes her name and becomes a doll by touching a look-alike) -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-_sVoza1-8